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Bloomberg 101

Robert H. Scott, III
Monmouth University

Bloomberg’s Global Product Certification Program is an interactive
training module designed to teach people how to use the Bloomberg
Professional Service. The program is free for anyone with access to a
Bloomberg terminal. Bloomberg is the financial industry’s most popular
database system, so getting certified is practical and portable. This paper
explains Bloomberg’s certification program, and serves as a guide for
anyone wanting to get certified. Based on my experiences teaching the
Bloomberg system to undergraduate students, an example of a one-credit
Bloomberg certification course is provided. This course shows finance
professors an established approach for adding certification into their
finance curricula. 

INTRODUCTION

Bloomberg’s Global Product Certification Program is a newly restructured
interactive training module created to teach people how to use the Bloomberg
Professional Service. Bloomberg LP is the world’s leading provider of financial
data and news.2 Their principal product is the Bloomberg Professional Service,
which is accessed using a computer running Bloomberg’s network software. A
computer with access to the Bloomberg Professional Service is called a
Bloomberg terminal, and each terminal requires a license. Most terminals are
“open” terminals, meaning anyone with a Bloomberg login and password can use
that computer to access the Bloomberg Professional Service—or use it to create
a new login and password. 

Bloomberg contains current and historical financial and economic data, data
analysis tools, biographies of executives, job postings, messaging capability and
much more. The system, however, is not easy to navigate, so it requires some
training. This paper serves as a guide to assist finance professors and students in
getting certified to use Bloomberg. Bloomberg’s certification program is
interactive and takes place at a Bloomberg terminal by watching online videos
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and following demonstrations. Besides showing people how to use Bloomberg’s
basic tools, the certification program uses examples that give trainees immediate
hands-on experience creating portfolios, pricing various securities, and designing
charts and graphs [Holler, 2008]. People learn the system at their own pace and
can repeat any section(s) they find confusing. Considerable research is available
that finds people learn better and retain more of what they learn when they are
actively engaged in the learning process [Baker and Post, 2006; Finkel, 2000;
Gentry and Pratt, 2003; Hawtrey, 2007; Holowczak, 2005; 2007; Schadler, 2007].
A recent paper in this journal, “Using the Bloomberg Professional System for
Finance Classes” (Coe, 2007), is an excellent introduction for finance professors
who want to integrate Bloomberg into their classes. Coe’s practical Bloomberg
examples make financial and economic data more accessible and interesting to
students. His paper, however, does not discuss how one goes about getting
certified to use Bloomberg. The following paper, therefore, serves as a precursor
to Coe’s paper by explaining Bloomberg’s certification program. It is written for
professors (and students) who want to learn about Bloomberg but have no
previous knowledge about how it works.  

THE BLOOMBERG SYSTEM

According to Bloomberg LP, currently in the United States there are 868
Bloomberg terminals at 382 colleges and universities [personal communication,
R. Knapp, Bloomberg LP, October 4, 2007]. Many professors and students,
therefore, have a Bloomberg terminal but may not realize this valuable research
and teaching tool is available—or that free comprehensive training is available
to anyone with access to a terminal.3

Cost

The monthly cost of one Bloomberg license is $1,800 ($21,600 annually).4

This does not include real-time data, which doubles the cost. However, delayed
data is satisfactory for education and research purposes, and the delay is often no
more than 15 minutes. If you purchase more than one license then all licenses
are $1,500 each per month. An annual contract is required, though longer
contracts can be negotiated. Bloomberg will either rent you hardware that
consists of a computer with dual monitors ($300 a month), or you can run their
software (included with the license fee) from a computer owned by your school,
which is what most schools do because it is less expensive and they can use their
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own IT departments to quickly fix hardware problems and make upgrades. Each
Bloomberg license includes a modified keyboard that makes navigating the
Bloomberg system faster. You do not need the modified keyboard to run
Bloomberg, but it makes it easier. 

Bloomberg used to offer an education discount; but it did not allow data
downloading (called API: Application Programming Interface), which is an
important part of the system. API lets you import data from Bloomberg into
Excel. It also includes a vast number of Excel macros that let you price
instruments such as derivatives (options, swaps, futures) and bonds. You can
back-test models using historical data, and also create portfolios that adjust
automatically to price changes. Because most schools wanted API, they were
ordering regular licenses. As a result, Bloomberg eliminated their education
discount license. 

Traveling License
   

If your Bloomberg terminal is not located in a classroom with a projector
then it is difficult to use Bloomberg in front of a large group of people. There are,
however, two options. First, you can buy a “Bloomberg Anywhere” license that
lets you access the Bloomberg network from any computer using a B-Unit
(biometric security card); however, only one person is registered to use it and it
costs the same as an “open” Bloomberg license. Your second option is to buy a
traveling license, which lets you make a remote connection between a computer
and your Bloomberg terminal. For example, you can make a remote connection
between a classroom computer and your Bloomberg terminal so the Bloomberg
terminal is displayed on the lab computer and therefore can be displayed through
a projector in the classroom. When accessing the Bloomberg terminal using the
traveling license the home terminal is rendered inoperable and disconnects
anyone who is logged on at the time. This license is useful because it only costs
$500 a month and you can pay for it month-to-month. For instance, if you plan
to teach using Bloomberg from September to November and January to April you
will pay for only those seven months ($3,500).

CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING

Bloomberg offers free certification through any Bloomberg terminal. This
comprises of two certification categories: (a) equities, and (b) fixed income. A
number of elective courses are also available to gain wider knowledge about the
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system. All classes are available at Bloomberg University, which is accessed using
any Bloomberg terminal. 

Certification

You start the registration process by pressing one of the two red keys (Cancel
or Conn/DFLT) and following the onscreen instructions to create your own
unique login and password. This lets you (a) begin personalizing the Bloomberg
terminal given your preferences, and (b) create a Bloomberg email account,
which is your login name at bloomberg.net (e.g. STUDENT@bloomberg.net).
Once you set your basic preferences you will have to put in your personal
information. It is important that you put in your cell phone number (or the
number of a phone close to the terminal) because once this part is finished
Bloomberg will call to verify that you do, in fact, want to register (they usually
call within five minutes). After completing the first part a Bloomberg UUID
number will appear, which you need to write down because it is required for the
last step in the process. Finally, a customer service representative will call and
talk you through the final part of registration while you are at the terminal (this
part takes less than five minutes). While you have customer service on the phone
they will answer any questions you might have to get you started. 

A better alternative to calling customer service for help when you have a
question is to use Bloomberg’s “Instant Bloomberg” messaging window. When
you are logged onto the system you can access Instant Bloomberg anytime by
typing the green “Help” key twice. You can then type any question(s) you have.
Customer service is available seven days a week 24 hours a day. My more clever
students have found that if they need a fast answer to one of their many
questions, they can open two Instant Bloomberg messaging windows at the same
time and post the same question to each—thus expecting one representative to
answer faster than another. I do not recommend this practice, but if you are in
need of a quick answer it is useful. 

Once you have verified your login go to Bloomberg University (<BU> <GO>).
Here you can view the certification program curriculum and get an overview of
the process (see Figure 1). You should download the curriculum chart (Table 1)
so you know what videos you need to watch and in what order. To start the
certification process, select “Bloomberg Online Training Videos” from the
Bloomberg University menu page (you can also get to the Product Certification
Program menu by typing <CERT> <GO>). Then select the category and video
you want to watch. Videos range in length from 20 to 45 minutes. 
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Figure 1. Bloomberg University Login

(Used with permission of Bloomberg LP)

Table 1. Core Curriculum Chart

Introductory
 Courses Equity Fixed Income

 1. Getting Started  1. Equity Idea Generation  1. Fixed Income Idea
     Generation

 2. Launchpad  2. Equity Portfolios  2. Fixed Income
     Portfolios

 3. Intro to API  3. Technical Analysis/Charting  3. Credit Analyst
 4. Advanced API for Equity  4. Advanced API for

     Fixed Income
 5. Fundamental Analysis  5. Fixed Income

     Valuation and Pricing
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Table 2: Elective Courses

    1. Energy
    2. Business Law (BLAW)
    3. Credit Derivatives
    4. Interest Rate Swaps
    5. Municipal Bonds
    6. Mortgage Bonds
    7. Introduction to Foreign Exchange (FX)
    8. Equity Derivatives
    9. Foreign Exchange (FX) Options Analysis 
  10. Corporate Governance and Law
  11. Advanced Technical Analysis
  12. Funds

The videos are of Bloomberg professionals demonstrating the system. The
training is interactive, guiding you through Bloomberg’s most popular features.
It is best if you have a few companies in mind that you want to research before
starting the videos. This makes the participatory training more interesting, thus
increasing your retention and understanding of the material. Of note, because
Bloomberg terminals are usually in public places, it is best to use personal
headphones when playing the training videos. We have an inexpensive
communal pair always available at our terminal, but most students bring their
own. 

At the conclusion of each video you are given a reference code—write it
down for later. When you are ready to take an exam, go to Bloomberg University
and select “Bloomberg Product Certification Program” then “Contact Us.” Write
a brief email stating which test you want to take and give them the reference
number you copied earlier at the conclusion of the video. In less than one day
the test will be available in the “Exams and Exam Summary” section of the
Bloomberg Product Certification Program menu. Bloomberg representatives will
only enable one test at a time. Each test has between 9 and 15 multiple-choice
questions. Tests get progressively more difficult throughout the program. You
can watch a video as many times as you want before taking an exam. If you get
less than a 70 percent on any test you must take an elective course and pass it
before you can finish your certification—you can take any of the available
elective courses in Table 2. 
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Once you take and pass the introductory and either (or both) the equity or
fixed income courses you should contact Bloomberg to get your official
certificate(s). Bloomberg gives certificates for both equities and fixed income
analysis. To get your certificates you need to email Bloomberg (<CERT> <GO>
and select “Contact Us”) and specify which certificates you are eligible to receive
(i.e. equities, fixed income, or both). Your certificates will be sent to your home
address for free. They say to expect 4-6 weeks for delivery, but my students
typically get theirs in one week. Both certificates will have a verification
number, so anyone who states on their resume that they are Bloomberg certified
should also include their certificates’ verification numbers. 

LaunchPad

When you have some experience on the terminal, you can further modify
your user preferences to match your information wants and needs using
“LaunchPad.” This feature lets you personalize your Bloomberg desktop. For
example, if you are studying a particular company you can set the system to flag
any new information that gets published about that company—earnings reports,
government reports, scandals, etc. And when accessing any open Bloomberg
terminal all your previously specified preferences are automatically uploaded so
the system looks just like your home terminal.  

Jobs

Job postings are an important Bloomberg feature (<JOBS> <GO>). Many
companies post job openings only on Bloomberg so they can target people who
can use Bloomberg. Anyone with a Bloomberg login can post their resume on
Bloomberg, which is more likely to produce quality career opportunities than
many popular job websites where both (a) the volume of job seekers is high, and
(b) the quality of jobs posted can vary greatly. The Bloomberg email account is
especially useful during a job search because it shows future employers that you
are comfortable using Bloomberg and that you probably use it often. This also
keeps you logging onto Bloomberg, which forces you to get more comfortable
using it. 

Bloomberg Markets Magazine

Bloomberg Markets magazine is published monthly and includes articles on
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financial and economic news and new and interesting Bloomberg terminal
features. Any Bloomberg user can get Bloomberg Markets magazine for free.
When students first register on the terminal, however, I usually have them check
that they do not want the magazine because the system sends the magazines to
the university (i.e. me) by default. But once students have their logins they can
get it delivered to their homes (<HDLV> <GO> <1> <GO>), which I encourage
them all to do. Without Bloomberg terminal access they would have to pay $4.95
an issue at newsstands and $19.95 (current prices) for a one year subscription
(www.bloomberg.com/news/marketsmag). 

Classroom-Based Training Seminars

In addition to the training offered through the Bloomberg terminal,
Bloomberg offers hundreds of free classroom-based training seminars in over 30
cities across the United States (and many more across the world). Seminars range
from introductory topics to complex data analysis. Users can register for seminars
directly on the terminal. Seminars are not necessary to attend to learn the
system, but they are good for advanced training. Before the online training
videos, classroom-based seminars were how people got certified. 

BLOOMBERG COURSE 5

My Bloomberg certification class is a one-credit course. We meet the first
week of the semester and I demonstrate how to setup an account, and then show
them some interesting Bloomberg features (such as “odd news stories” <NI ODD>
<GO>, which they always enjoy). Next I show them how to navigate Bloomberg
University to start the training videos, take the certification tests, and contact
customer help. Since the training videos encompass most of the “teaching” of the
Bloomberg system class only meets five times during the semester, so my time
is mostly spent answering questions related to specific problems that arise or
demonstrating advanced techniques. 

My upper-level undergraduate finance students reported taking around
15 hours to complete both the equities and fixed income certifications. In a
regular 16 week semester, therefore, an average student will spend roughly one
hour a week on the terminal to complete his/her certifications. Some of my
students finish the training in only two weeks, but most take over a month.

While Bloomberg certification is easy to implement as a stand alone one-
credit course it is also possible, because of the relatively short time commitment,
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to integrate certification into a pre-existing finance course (or as an independent
study). Bloomberg certification could also be added as a lab; or, for one course
(e.g. investments) maybe students would only be required to get certified in
equities, leaving fixed income certification for another course. 

Motivated students can get certified on their own without taking an
official course. All they need is access to a Bloomberg terminal. I have found,
however, that many students are initially intimidated by the complexity of
Bloomberg (or are unaware of its capabilities), which keeps them from using it.
The Bloomberg certification course, therefore, eliminates most students’
apprehensions about learning the system. In addition, there is academic value to
offering Bloomberg certification as a for-credit course. For example, my course
highlights the research capabilities (e.g. technical analysis tools) of Bloomberg
by showing students how they can use the system to perform portfolio analysis.
This approach lets students explore and use many different Bloomberg features
that are not covered in the certification program (or those not covered
exhaustively). Also, having students practice what they learned in the
certification program deepens their understanding of Bloomberg and makes what
they learn long-lasting (Finkel, 2000). 

Beyond Certification

Once my students are Bloomberg certified—usually around the middle of the
semester—the class shifts focus from learning Bloomberg to using it to perform
portfolio analysis. Students choose three publicly traded companies that they
want to study. There are no rules on what companies they choose. We then
discuss in class the companies they chose and why. If the same company is
picked by more than one student I usually ask for volunteers to select another
company.6 I then have them each write a two-page paper for each of their
companies that summarizes their research findings. I have them organize each
paper into five sections: (1) what is the company (what does it do), and how are
its financials (e.g. market capital, net income and profit margin); (2) who are its
principal executives (include their backgrounds and expertise); (3) technological
advantages (do they have patents, a monopoly or oligopoly); (4) future strengths
and weaknesses (is it about to buy a large competitor that will give them a
market advantage/disadvantage); and (5) investment recommendation—of which
they can chose only one: strong buy, buy, neutral, sell, or strong sell. Their
grades depend on (a) their completing both certifications (25 percent each), and
(b) the quality of their portfolios (50 percent). 
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 SUMMARY

Bloomberg certification enhances students’ resumes and gives them usable
skills that will transfer easily to their working lives. This paper encourages
students and faculty to use this valuable tool. To help facilitate this effort, the
process and benefits for getting Bloomberg certified were presented. Therefore,
anyone can use this paper to help them get Bloomberg certified—giving them
access to a rich source of financial and economic data, analytical tools, news,
messaging, and job postings. 

ENDNOTES

1 The author thanks Dave Tamburelli of Bloomberg LP and two anonymous
referees for their comments and suggestions.

2 There are over 120,000 Bloomberg subscribers in the United States and an
additional 140,000 in the rest of the world.

3 In comparison, Bloomberg’s largest competitor, Reuters, has the 3000Xtra
service, which is similar to Bloomberg and slightly less expensive. It is used at
roughly 100 colleges/universities in the United States. Also, Reuters’ 3000Xtra
service, like Bloomberg, offers free training through their network [personal
communication, S. Sharma, Reuters, April 16, 2008].

4 All prices as of April 2008.
5. My university only has one Bloomberg terminal, so I capped my classes at

10 students per semester.
6 Sometimes I let students study the same company to highlight the

differences and similarities in their research findings.  
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